INDUSTRIALL – Luc Triangle

Bullet points:
- Three urgencies: social, industrial and climate

Social: Inflation skyrocketing, half of households in problems
> support ETUC on SURE (support the most vulnerable and those that are most hit)
> many workers pay double: inflation combined with temporary closures of companies due to high energy prices
> we need to tackle the root causes of the inflation (= energy prices)
> We need to increase wages and companies can afford it: our campaign. But this combined with SURE 2.0 (anti-crisis measures)

- labour shortages need to be tackled with the right measures
> increase of investment in training (also refugees)
> invest in sectors and workers where jobs will disappear due to green/digital transformation, instead of importing skilled workforce

Industrial:
- risk for deindustrialisation, existential industrial crisis
> 8 mill jobs EI in the frontline
> we need to make sure that our industries stay in Europe
> price cap, reform electricity market
> invest in domestic energy production (lots of money are invested in softening energy bills for families, but we also need to increase investments in energy supply transformation – more domestic sustainable energy)

Climate: keep the compass
> 2030/2050 targets must be maintained. But Just transition, more as ever.
> short term solutions (extension of coal mining in certain MS) to secure energy supply must be accepted